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Disontinuities of plane funtions projeted from a surfae with methods for nding these1
Abstrat
A result is given to nd points where a real valued funtion on the plane is not smooth.
Provided this funtion is indued by a smooth mapping from three dimensions to the
plane, from a funtion on surfaes in three dimensions. This has appliations to numerial
methods suh as image proessing.
Under onsideration for publiation in Math. Pro. Camb. Phil. So. 2
Disontinuities of plane funtions projeted from a surfae with
methods for nding these
By Burzin Bhavnagri
(Reeived )
1. introdution
A funtion f : Rm → R is ontinuous at x ∈ Rm if for every sequene xi onverging
to x, the sequene f(xi) onverges to f(x). Thus any subsequene of any sequene f(xi)
onverges to the same limit, namely f(x).
Unfortunately, the denition of ontinuity is not helpful as to how we may loate a
disontinuity in an image, whih is a nite array of measurements. This paper presents a
mathematial result whih enables one to nd points where a funtion I : R2 → R is not
smooth, suh as disontinuities. It is assumed that I is indued by a smooth mapping
ι : R3 → R2 ι(x, y, z) = (
x
z
,
y
z
) z 6= 0
In previous work [11℄ a problem whih arose in omputer vision was formulated using
the shape spaes introdued by Kendall. An appliation of the expliit solution was the
following. An image is aquired from a video amera. The image ontains a shape suh as
a triangle, square or irle. The problem is to lassify it into ategories suh as triangles,
squares or irles. For example, an image of a triangle will typially ontain far more
than three points, so it needs to be simplied. A square on the other hand should not be
simplied to a triangle, and a irle should not be simplied very muh at all. In order to
obtain the points to be simplied in the rst plae, we rst have to nd disontinuities
in I.
This paper is onerned with the mathematial aspets of the disontinuity identi-
ation problem. In what follows it is assumed the reader is familiar with dierential
geometry. Although the result is motivated by omputer vision and human vision, dif-
ferential geometry is not familiar there. As a mathematial result it ould be extended
by a wider sienti audiene by replaing the above ι with some other measurement ι.
It is very surprising that using optial priniples, we an establish mathematially that
there really is a disontinuity. Not some other property suh as a loal maximum in a
derivative, but a disontinuity. The derivative is dened in alulus or real analysis. All
books on real analysis [2℄ make it lear that ontinuity is a neessary ondition for the
derivative to be well-dened.
When grappling with this problem others have used pieewise smooth or other as-
sumptions. Instead here the ontrapositive will be used to obtain a more general result.
Owing to the mirostruture of a sene surfae, the light radiated from the surfae un-
dergoes extremely rapid intensity hanges over small regions. This an be onrmed by
examining gray values of neighbouring points in a real image. It is for this reason that
this more general result may be helpful.
A fundamental psyhologial observation about the nature of vision was made by
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Wertheimer, who notied the apparent motion not of individual dots, but of elds in im-
ages presented sequentially as a movie [16℄. This started the Gestalt shool of psyhology
[17, 10℄.
A dierential operator maps a greysale image to a vetor eld. It is impliitly suggested
by Homan [8℄ that the primary visual ortex of the brain produes some sort of vetor
eld. It should be possible to line up the vetors in a head to tail fashion to form ontours.
We want to know when this results in a family of losed oriented ontours rather like a
topographi map. The answer is provided by a famous theorem of dierential geometry,
namely the Foliation theorem of Frobenius.
2. Suient ondition for disontinuity
In what follows we onsider a real valued funtion on the plane. Some examples of suh
funtions in a olor image are red, blue, green, hue, saturation or brightness.
example 1. Suppose I is a smooth funtion (intensity). Let M be the subset of the
plane on whih (−∂I/∂y, ∂I/∂x) is non-zero. M is an open set beause by denition of
ontinuity the inverse of a ontinuous funtion maps open sets to open sets, and the line
minus zero is open. The map
(x, y) 7→ span(−
∂I
∂y
(x, y),
∂I
∂x
(x, y))
is a smooth funtion that maps M to the set of lines through the origin in the plane P1
(projetive spae).
It is an example of what is alled a one dimensional distribution in dierential geometry
[14℄, [3℄. The vetor eld is alled a basis for this distribution.
example 2. Consider f(x, y) = x+ y and g(x, y) = ex+y.
−
∂f
∂y
= −1 −
∂g
∂y
= −ex+y
∂f
∂x
= −1
∂g
∂x
= −ex+y
Thus at every point in the plane, the Hamiltonian vetor of g is ex+y times the Hamil-
tonian vetor of f . These are two dierent vetor elds that are a basis for the same
distribution. On the other hand the Hamiltonian vetor of ex + ey is not ollinear with
the Hamiltonian of f , so not every pair of vetor elds does span a one dimensional
distribution.
definition 1. Suppose Y is a vetor eld, and it is the basis for a distribution. The
distribution is alled integrable if at every point one an nd a disk on whih a oordinate
system (x1, x2) an be hosen suh that
Y1
∂
∂y1
+ Y2
∂
∂y2
=
∂
∂x1
The following is based on proposition 1.53 in [14℄.
lemma 1. Let m ∈ M, and let X be a smooth vetor eld on M suh that X(m) 6=
0. Then there exists a oordinate system (U,ϕ) with oordinate funtions x1, x2 on a
neighborhood of m suh that
X | U =
∂
∂x1
| U (2·1)
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Proof. Choose a oordinate system (V, τ) entered at m with oordinate funtions
y1, y2 , suh that
Xm =
∂
∂y1
|m . (2·2)
It follows from Piard's theorem that there exists an ε > 0 and a neighborhood W of
the origin in R suh that the map
σ(t, a2) = Xt(τ
−1(0, a2))
is well-dened and smooth for (t, a2)∈ (−ε, ε)×W ⊂ R
2
.
Now, σ is non-singular at the origin sine
dσ
(
∂
∂ri
)
|0= Xm =
∂
∂yi
|m (i ≥ 1)
Thus by the Inverse Funtion Theorem, ϕ = σ−1is a oordinate map on some neighbor-
hood U of m. Let x1, x2denote the oordinate funtions of the oordinate system (U,ϕ).
Then sine
dσ
(
∂
∂r1
|(t,a2)
)
= Xσ(t,a2)
we have
X | U =
∂
∂x1
| U
.
lemma 2. Any one dimensional distribution is integrable.
Proof. See proposition 11.1.1 in [3℄ or proposition 1.53 in [14℄.
definition 2. Let (a, b) be an interval on the real line, but a an be −∞ and b an
be +∞. A dierentiable urve γ : (a, b) → R2 is an integral urve of a vetor eld X if
γ′(t) = X(γ(t)) for all t ∈ (0, 1) where γ′ denotes the derivative of γ.
Thus an integral urve is a urve whose tangent at eah point oinides with the vetor
of the vetor eld at the same point. Sine the gradient vetor points in the diretion of
steepest desent, perpendiular vetors are produed by the Hamiltonian operator, and
if we join these Hamiltonian vetors in a head to tail fashion, they line up into integral
urves.
definition 3. An integral urve is alled a omplete integral urve if its domain is
R = (−∞,+∞).
The following is the authors Theorem 3.3 from [1℄.
theorem 1. Let X be a smooth vetor eld on the plane, and M the subset of the
plane on whih X is non-zero. Eah point of M lies in preisely one maximal integral
urve, and there is a one parameter family of suh integral urves in M . An integral
urve does not interset itself.
Proof. By lemma 2 the distribution m 7→ span(X(m)) is integrable. Proposition 11.2.1
in [3℄ asserts that an integrable distribution is involutive. A one dimensional integral
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Figure 1. (a) Vetor eld X on surfae path (b) integral urves of X
(a) (b)
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Figure 2. Integral urves on plane orresponding to smooth surfae integral urves; lines
denote ι
submanifold ofM is a smooth urve inM whose tangent equals the line in the distribution
at eah point of the urve. The Frobenius theorem (theorem 1.60) in [14℄ asserts that
there is a ubi oordinate system entred at eah point of M , with oordinates x1, x2
suh that x2 = constant are integral submanifolds ofM . By theorem 1.64 in [14℄, there is
a unique maximal integral submanifold passing through eah point of M . By proposition
11.3.1 in [3℄ any integral urve of X is a integral submanifold of M . Consequently eah
point of M lies in preisely one omplete integral urve, and there is a one parameter
family of suh urves in M .
example 3. Consider the irle (z − 1)2 + x2 = 12 . Let ι : (x, z) 7→ x/z produe a
one-dimensional image of this irle. At the point x = 12 , z =
1
2 the tangent to the irle
passes through the origin, so this is an oluding point of the image. Let t be the image
oordinate, and alulate the dierential
dι(α
∂
∂x
+ β
∂
∂z
) = (1/z − x/z2)
∂
∂t
So the tangent vetor to the irle at (12 ,
1
2 ) is
v =
1
2
∂
∂x
+
1
2
∂
∂z
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Evaluating dι(v) we nd it is zero. Sine α = x, β = z at any oluding point, dι(v) = 0
at any oluding point.
definition 4. Let ι : (x, y, z)→ (t, s) where t = x/z, s = y/z, and z 6= 0.
Then
dι(v1
∂
∂x
+ v2
∂
∂y
+ v3
∂
∂z
) |a= (
v1
z
−
v3x
z2
)
∂
∂t
+ (
v2
z
−
v3y
z2
)
∂
∂s
Thus dι(v) |a= 0 if and only if v is a multiple of a. Thus dι(v) has rank 2 at all points
on a surfae disjoint from the foal plane, exept oluding points, where it has rank 1.
3. Suient ondition for a disontinuity
The orollaries to the theorem 1 give us a ondition to establish that there is a dison-
tinuity or olusion in an image.
orollary 1. Suppose M1 is a smooth two dimensional manifold in the sene, whose
tangent planes are everywhere disjoint from the optial entre of a amera. Suppose also
that the intensity on M1 is smooth.
(i) Then there is a smooth invertible mapping between vetor elds on M1and vetor
elds on the image of M1.
(ii) Moreover, the non-vanishing vetor elds on M1 orrespond to the non-vanishing
vetor elds on the image of M1.
(iii) Eah point in a smooth and unoluded image of a smooth and unoluded surfae
lies in preisely one maximal integral urve of a smooth image vetor eld, and there is
a one parameter family of suh integral urves.
Proof. (i) The dierential of ι maps a vetor eld on a smooth surfae to a vetor eld
on its image. Vetor elds on images minus the oluding points an be mapped to vetor
elds on a smooth surfae by the inverse dierential.
(ii) That non-vanishing vetor elds on M1 orrespond to the non-vanishing vetor
elds on the image of M1, follows beause the tangent planes were disjoint from the
optial entre.
(iii) From Theorem 1, eah point in a smooth and unoluded image of a smooth and
unoluded surfae lies in preisely one maximal integral urve of a smooth image vetor
eld, and there is a one parameter family of suh integral urves.
The ontrapositive is often used in mathematis, mainly for proofs by ontradition, suh
as the irrationality of the square root of two. Consider any prediates P, Q and denote
notP and notQ by ¬P,¬Q. The ontrapositive of P⇒ Q is ¬Q ⇒ ¬P . Sine P ⇒ Q is
¬P∨Q then ¬(¬P )∨¬Q whih is P ∨ ¬Q thus ¬Q ⇒ ¬P . It is the ontrapositive that
enables us to nd a disontinuity.
orollary 2. If an image point lies in more than one maximal integral urve, then
either the intensity on the surfae is not smooth, or the surfae is not smooth, or the
surfae is oluded.
Proof. This is the ontrapositive of Theorem 1, or part (iii) of the previous orol-
lary.
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In other words, we have obtained a suient ondition for a singularity in intensity, or
the surfae or an olusion.
The following lemma gives us a means for nding integral urves in losed form. Its
relevane to vision was observed by Faugeras (see pg112 of [6℄); those image urves whose
normals are parallel to the gradient are the level urves of intensity. What follows is an
alternate statement.
lemma 3. The Hamiltonian operator H =
(
− ∂
∂y
, ∂
∂x
)
has integral urves I (x, y) =
constant
Proof. Let x0 be the point of interest. The level set going through x0 is x | f(x) = f(x0).
Consider a urve γ(t) in the level set going through x0, so we will assume that γ(0) = x0.
We have
f((γ(t)) = f(x0) = c
Now let us dierentiate at t = 0 by using the hain rule. We nd
Jf (x0)γ
′(0) = 0
Equivalently, the Jaobian of f at x0 is the gradient at x0
∇f(x0) · γ
′(0) = 0
Thus, the gradient of f at x0is perpendiular to the tangent γ
′(0) to the urve (and to
the level set) at that point. Sine the urve γ(t) is arbitrary, it follows that the gradient
is perpendiular to the level set.
Thus the integral urves of the Hamiltonian are level urves of intensity, that is urves
with I (x, y) = constant.
Thus the Hamiltonian is an operator whose integral urves we an alulate in losed
form, irumventing all the errors assoiated with numerial dierentiation, numerial
equation solving, and even oating point arithmeti. However there is an exeption at a
nite number of points where the vetor eld on a surfae vanishes.
An image is only a disrete sample of measurements of light reeted from a surfae.
If a pixel has a partiular measurement value, none of its neighbors neessarily has the
same value. It is therefore not feasible to alulate level urves by trying to hain together
pixels that have the same measurement value. A more sensible proedure is to alulate
the set of image points whose measurement value is less than the partiular measurement
value, and then ompute the boundary of this set (Figure 3).
definition 5. Let
Ic = ∂ {p | I(p) < c}
where ∂ denotes the boundary of the set.
theorem 2. If p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′ with c 6= c
′
then either the intensity on the surfae is not
smooth, or the surfae is not smooth, or the surfae is oluded.
Proof. Icand Ic′ onsist of level urves of intensity, whih are maximal integral urves
of the Hamiltonian operator (from Lemma 3). Sine p lies in these two distint maximal
integral urves, it follows from Corollary 2 that either the intensity on the surfae is not
smooth, or the surfae is not smooth, or the surfae is oluded.
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Figure 3. Level urves of smooth I are boundaries of I(p) < c
The surfaes of objets in senes have another property, namely they are bounded, and
an be onsidered to be losed sets. A losed and bounded subset of R
m
is alled ompat.
A more general denition of ompatness an be given in the more general setting of
topologial spaes. A olletion of open sets is said to over a set S if S is ontained
in the union of all the open sets in the olletion. A set S is alled ompat if every
olletion of open sets overing S has a nite sub-olletion that overs S. This is not an
easy property to grasp, but it is a very important one. Theorem 6.3 in [13℄ asserts that
the losed and bounded subsets of R
m
oinide with the ompat subsets.
Surfaes an therefore be onsidered to be ompat manifolds, but this inludes parts
of the surfae that are not visible, or in ontat with other surfaes like the ground.
It an be shown that all maximal integral urves of a ompat smooth manifold are
omplete [14℄. Thus a hypothesis that an image is a smooth image of an unoluded,
smooth ompat surfae implies that all maximal integral urves are losed urves. We
intuitively know that this follows from an absurd assumption, namely that all of a surfae
is visible. However, sine we want to rejet suh a hypothesis, we must employ the
onsequenes whih are most ertain to lead to a ontradition. This is why we will
generate only losed urves, by ompletion of urves if neessary. The phenomenon of
ompletion ours in human vision, and an be demonstrated vividly by an optial illusion
alled the Kanisza triangle.
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An algorithm was implemented based on Theorem 2, using values c in onstant in-
rements. This algorithm used no oating point arithmeti. This was run on a super-
omputer belonging to the University of Melbourne. The results of this were surprising.
If very small inrements are hosen then almost the entire image is returned. What this
shows is that the algorithm an detet disontinuities that are dense, not just dison-
tinuities that fall on a urve. However if larger inrements are hosen, then edges are
returned. The disontinuities found do not surround objets ompletely.
4. Relation to threshold's
We will now show that the existene of a neighboring point and a threshold suh that
the dierene in measurements exeeds the threshold is a neessary but not suient
ondition for an olusion or singularity to exist.
lemma 4. If p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′ then there is a neighboring point q suh that
I (p)− I (q) > |c− c′|
Proof. If p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′then p ∈ ∂ {r | I(r) < c}and p ∈ ∂ {r | I (r) < c
′}
Thus I (p) ≥ c and I (pc) < c for some neighboring point pc.
Also I (p) ≥ c′and I (pc′) < c
′
for some neighboring point pc′ .
Thus I (p)− I (pc′) > c− c
′
and I (p)− I (pc) > c
′ − c.
It follows that p has a neighboring point q suh that I (p)− I (q) >| c− c′ |
We have shown that if the suient ondition for an olusion or disontinuity in an
image or sene is met at a point in an image (see Theorem 3.3 in PhD thesis), then
there is a neighboring point and a threshold that must be exeeded. In other words we
have obtained a neessary ondition for a suient ondition. Unfortunately this does
not sue beause the ondition is not neessary and suient.
example 4. I (p)− I (q) >| c− c′ |does not imply p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′ Let I (p) = 5 I (pc) = 3
I (pc′) = 3 c = 2 c
′ = 1 Thus I (p)− I (pc′) > c− c
′
and I (p)− I (pc) > c
′ − c However
I (pc) ≥ c so p is not in Ic
What this lemma and example tells us is that threshold's will give us a set of olu-
sions and disontinuities, but will also inlude points that are neither olusions nor
disontinuities. We now give a stronger ondition that is more useful.
lemma 5. Lemma p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′ with c 6= c
′
if and only if at point p there exist two
neighboring points p′ and p′′ and two thresholds ε > 0 and ε′ > 0 suh that I (p)−I (p′) ≥
ε and I (p)− I (p′′) ≥ ε′ and ε+ I (p′) 6= ε′ + I (p′′)
Proof. Suppose at point p there exist two neighboring points p′ and p′′and thresholds
ε, ε′ suh that I (p)− I (p′) ≥ ε > 0 and I(p)− I (p′′) ≥ ε′ > 0.
Let c = ε+ I (p′)
Then I (p) ≥ ε+ I (p′) = c
And c > I (p′) sine ε > 0
Thus I (p) ≥ c and I (p′) < c. It follows that p ∈ Ic = ∂ {p | I (p) < c}.
Letting c′ = ε′ + I(p′′) it follows similarly that p ∈ Ic′
From c = ε+I (p′) 6= ε′+I (p′′) = c′ it follows c 6= c′. Hene p ∈ Ic∩Ic′ with c 6= c
′
.
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Suppose p ∈ Ic ∩ Ic′ with c 6= c
′
. Then
I (p) ≥ c > I (pc)⇒ I (p)− I (pc) ≥ c− I (pc) > 0
and
I (p) ≥ c′ > I (pc′)⇒ I (p)− I (pc′) ≥ c
′ − I (pc′) > 0
Letting ε = c − I (pc) and ε
′ = c′ − I (pc′) and p
′ = pc and p
′′ = pc′ it follows that
I (p)− I (p′) ≥ ε > 0 and I (p)− I (p′′) ≥ ε′ > 0.
The reader should note that the neighboring points p′ and p′′ an oinide, providing
ε 6= ε′
Consider H =
(
− ∂
∂t
, ∂
∂x
)
whih is a Hamiltonian operator. The integral urves of H
are level urves I (x, t).
The lemma shows that if (x, t) has two neighboring points (xi, ti) i = 1, 2 suh that
I (x, t)− I (xi, ti) > εi > 0 with ε1 + I (x1, t1) 6= ε2 + I (x2, t2) then there is an olusion
or disontinuity at(x, t).
So if we used two onseutive video frames and two dierent thresholds, we ould apply
the test to the time inrements to determine a set of olusions and disontinuities. We
ould also use three onseutive video frames and two dierent thresholds, and apply the
test.
Note that we an apply any smooth dierential operator to the image funtion. For
example we ould dierentiate the green omponent and set I (x, y) =
(
∂G
∂x
)
(x, y). Then
applying the same algorithm to I would determine a set of olusions and disontinuities.
We an also use higher order smooth dierential operators, or nite dierene approx-
imations to smooth dierential operators. In fat we an use absolutely any proess
that transforms an arbitrary smooth funtion into another arbitrary smooth funtion, to
substitute in a new I into the algorithm.
5. appliations to image analysis or omputer vision
Two main omponents of a amera or the eye are a lens and a olletion of light
sensors on a surfae, alled the retina. The retina of a amera is usually planar, and will
be referred to as the retinal plane. The amera forms an image of the sene in front of
it. The orrespondene between a point in the sene and a point in the retinal plane an
be approximately given by a straight line through the optial entre of the amera (see
gure 5 ).
This model an be justied by geometri optis. A onvex lens with two spherial
surfaes whose thikness an be negleted is alled a thin lens in geometri optis. The
lens of a amera is usually a series of thin lenses (alled a thik lens in geometri optis,
see page 25 of [15℄). The paraxial or Gaussian assumption of geometri optis is that the
angle between a sene point and the optial axis of the lens system is small. It is known
in geometri optis that, under the paraxial assumption, the vertial distane between
the sene point and the optial axis and the vertial distane between its foussed image
point and the optial axis is a onstant, alled the magniation of the lens system (see
page 28 of [15℄).
The elementary physial onept of reetion is that a light ray inident to a surfae
will be reeted at an angle to the surfae normal equal to the angle of inidene, suh
that inident and exitant rays lie in the same plane through the normal vetor. A mirror
is an example of suh an ideal, or speular reetor. The mirosopi struture of most
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materials in senes is not smooth, so a sene surfae will satter light in dierent di-
retions. Most materials are also not perfetly homogeneous on a mirosopi sale, and
thus satter light rays that penetrate the surfae by refration and reetion at bound-
aries between regions of dierent refrative indies. Sattered rays may reemerge near
the point of entry, and so ontribute to diuse reetion. Snow and layers of white paint
are examples of materials with this behaviour [9℄.
A surfae is alled Lambertian if it appears equally bright from all diretions, regard-
less of how it is irradiated, and reets all inident light [9℄. This does not imply that
dierent points on the same surfae have the same intensity, beause the value of the
intensity depends on other variables suh as the angle between the surfae normal and
a light soure. When a smooth lambertian surfae is rendered by omputer graphis, its
appearane is like a dull smooth plasti [12℄.
Most materials in senes are neither speular reetors nor Lambertian reetors, but
a ombination of both. A surfae rendered by omputer graphis will appear shinier as
the speular omponent is inreased [12, 7℄. The appearane of texture (to the eye) is
due to partiularly rapid variations in normal vetors over small regions. For example,
a random pattern of normal vetors when rendered by omputer graphis an produe
an eet of fog. Various repetitive patterns of normal vetors an be used to render real
materials, suh as briks by omputer graphis [7℄. The Lambertian assumption an also
be used to diretly reover surfae shape from image shading [4, 5℄.
Owing to the mirostruture of a sene surfae, the light radiated from the surfae
undergoes extremely rapid intensity hanges over small regions. This an be onrmed
by examining gray values of neighbouring points in a real image.
Let ι : (x, y, z) → (t, s) where t = x
z
, s = y
z
, and z 6= 0. For a amera with retina at
z = 1 and optial entre at the origin, the funtion ι represents image formation. The
point (x, y, z) is being viewed, and its image is formed at (x
z
, y
z
).
Note that the o-ordinates (t, s) must be (0, 0) at the point where the optial axis
meets the retinal plane perpendiularly. It is preferred to nd this point in the image
by some proedure. Zooming the amera and nding the point around whih the image
expands or ontrats may be one way. The unit of distane is approximately the distane
between the pupil and the d.
For the purpose of stereo or binoular vision, points in an image where the surfae
being viewed is not smooth need to be distinguished from oluding points. This is
beause under the assumption of Lambertian shading, dierent viewpoints of the same
Disontinuities of plane funtions projeted from a surfae with methods for nding these13
point have similar intensity values. Points where the surfae being viewed is not smooth
possess invariane to viewpoint. On the other hand oluding points move on the surfae
when they are viewed from a dierent viewpoint. Oluding points an be eliminated by
ltering out zeroes of the Hamiltonian. This does require oating point arithmeti. For
other purposes suh as robot navigation where we are just looking for empty spaes this
is not an issue.
Also note that we ould use any disrete topology on the plane to dene the neighbors
of a point. For example we ould use 4 neighbors north, west, east and south of eah
pixel. Or we ould use 8 neighbors. Or some other topology would also do.
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